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Dear Friends,

We have reached a time in our lives where we are facing a world of hotter 
summers, colder winters, mega-storms, and historic droughts. Our world in 
the 21st century is changing dramatically due to climate change. 

Here in California, there is a green movement committing to clean energy, 
promoting smart growth, and reducing emissions but this state is only the 
beginning of what needs to be done around the world. Humanity has the 
chance to reverse the dramatic course we are heading.

Your compassion and generosity is the key to our future, and I want to thank 
all of my friends and family for helping me with the creation of this extraordinary 
auction and gala this evening.

Your contributions will help this important cause for our children and for our 
planet.

Please be generous tonight.

Thank you,

Milutin Gatsby
Global Fundraising Chairman for UCLA Institute of the Environment and Sustainability

A MESSAGE FROM 
THE GLOBAL FUNDRAISING CHAIRMAN FOR UCLA IoES



I suspect many of you realize that we are at an environmental moment, a planetary 
tipping point. If we act, there will be much to look forward to. If we do not act, life 
will go on, but the quality of our lives will be hugely diminished — maybe forever.

Science is not magic. But the combination of science, political will, social responsibility, 
the arts and entrepreneurs can provide everything we need to save our planet.

On one hand, the situation seems scary and even downright depressing. It is not. 
I have so much faith in human generosity and ingenuity. Data support that faith.

As evidence, think about the leadership and generosity of people like Tony and 
Jeanne Pritzker, who let us use their fantastic home for this evening. More evidence: 
take note of all that IoES Board co-chairs Lawrence Bender, Alexandria Jackson and 
Daniel Weiss have done to make this evening happen. They have lives and other 
jobs, but they made this gala their life and primary job for the last several months.

UCLA is the #1 public university in the nation, and the most diverse and the most 
international premier university in the world. Every day, I walk around campus and 
greet faculty and students. After three years of these campus walks, my sample size 
is large. There are thousands of individuals on campus who can be counted as 
‘data’ in support of hope.

You will notice something different about this year’s gala. It is stunning. If we ever 
needed something spectacular, now is the time. 2018 was the year of the great 
climate acceleration: faster sea level rise, unprecedented wildfires, record-breaking 
CO2 emissions and killer heatwaves. Our Global Fundraising Chairman Milutin 
Gatsby has given us his creativity and network to create a gala commensurate with 
the threat our planet faces. 

During this year’s devastating wildfires, many of our own colleagues and friends 
were affected. Some were evacuated. Others lost homes. Our iconic research 
station — the La Kretz Center for Conservation Science in the Santa Monica 
Mountains — burned to the ground. In the days immediately following that tragedy, 
at a UCLA event, I was talking with Morton La Kretz and his daughter Linda. 
Morton, the philanthropist who made the field station possible, said: “We’ll just 
build another one. And it will be bigger and better than the last one.”

That is why I am optimistic: the data tell me that you, that we, that they will come 
together to save the planet.

Peter Kareiva
Director, UCLA Institute of the Environment and Sustainability

a note from the directora message from the board chairs

On behalf of UCLA’s Institute of the Environment and Sustainability, welcome to our 
annual Hollywood for Science Gala — and thank you for supporting our mission 
to use environmental research, education and outreach to achieve a more 
sustainable world.

Can there be any remaining doubt that the time to act is now? 
From wildfires to extreme weather, the past year reminded us that the dramatic 
effects of climate change are not some future apparition. They are here. We must 
stop emitting greenhouse gases to prevent further devastation as we adapt to this 
new reality.

At UCLA, the top public university in the United States, experts at all levels work 
on complex environmental problems hand-in-hand with businesses, governments, 
advocates and communities. We integrate hard science with public policy, sustainable 
business — even arts and humanities — leaving no stone unturned in the quest for 
solutions.

Our 2019 honorees embody this approach, having shown extraordinary passion 
and dedication to preserve our beautiful planet and every living thing on it.

Barbra Streisand’s environmental activism has already helped clean up our air and 
water. Showing no sign of letting up, she continues to push action on what she 
accurately calls “the planetary crisis” of climate change through her foundation 
and public advocacy.

Gisele Bündchen began protecting rainforest from her hometown in Brazil. Since 
then, she’s branched out to numerous other parts of the world through the United 
Nations and other organizations, projecting her optimistic vision of conservation 
and a healthy world.

We hope tonight reflects such optimism and dedication. This is a time to celebrate 
what we have as we unite to protect it. By acting now, we can ensure our communities, 
cities and the natural world will thrive for centuries to come.

Thank you and have a wonderful evening!

Lawrence Bender and Daniel Weiss
Board Chairs, UCLA Institute of the Environment and Sustainability
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IoES starts with pioneering research and inspirational teaching. Then we put it to work. Teams 
of students tackle real-world problems at businesses and nonprofits, within communities, and in 
conjunction with government agencies.
 
These students act as agents for positive environmental change — communicating and engaging 
people at events beyond the university. Sustainability begins at home, but must aspire to impact 
the whole planet. 
 
No other elite university matches UCLA in serving such a broad economic and cultural range 
of students. We prepare them to get out in the world and make a tangible difference.

 

MOVING SCIENCE TO ACTION



Leveraging connections and partnerships throughout the UCLA network, our world-class 
research centers and initiatives achieve national and global reach, working hand in hand 
with schools and departments, government agencies, businesses and nonprofits.

The Center for Climate Science uses powerful supercomputing to bring global climate 
change models down to a fine scale. By providing information in relatable terms, the public, 
policymakers and other decision-makers can see how climate change will affect them in 
their own backyards, informing decisions and increasing support for action.

The Center for Clean Air investigates the environmental and societal impacts of local,    
urban, regional and global air pollution. Our cities can move toward a future with cleaner 
air, but only if we understand how pollution forms and circulates—and what exposure 
means for human health.

Businesses look to the Center for Corporate Environmental Performance to improve 
the sustainability of their organizations and products. The center uses a market-oriented      
approach — through properly designed incentives and strategic regulation, sharp 
environmental quality gains can be realized.

RESEARCH
The Center for Diverse Leadership in Science is the first-ever university center for 
diversity in environmental science. Environmental problems affect all seven billion people 
on the planet, yet 86 percent of the workforce in the United States is white and 70 percent is 
male. To create the next generation of leaders, the center supports scholars and professionals 
at all levels with mentoring, fellowships, professional development — and helping hands 
from people who understand.

The Laboratory for Environmental Narrative Strategies (LENS) is an incubator for research 
and collaboration on storytelling, communications and media as a way to address envi-
ronmental conservation and equity. LENS works from the belief that environmental challenges 
are as much cultural and political as they are scientific and technological.

The La Kretz Center for California Conservation Science works on behalf of California’s 
rich biodiversity and ecosystems. The center aims to meet the conservation challenges 
facing 21st century California by leveraging UCLA’s world class research into the most 
applicable solutions. It also creates opportunities for citizen scientists, who participate in 
on-the-ground research that preserves local habitats and species.

The Marine Center is ideally situated to explore how sensitive coastal and oceanic systems 
respond to human impacts. Understanding these interactions is important, given that 44 
percent of the world’s population lives within 100 miles of a coast. The center’s research 
focuses on issues such as ocean acidification, warming seas, pollution and the future of 
coral reefs.



The Center for Tropical Research advances conservation efforts by understanding the 
processes that underlie and maintain tropical diversity. Its research covers relationships 
between ecology and disease, connectivity of migratory birds, and rainforest restoration 
in human-dominated landscapes. Working in many countries, the center offers educational 
and training opportunities for young scientists and decision-makers in the developing 
world.

The California Center for Sustainable Communities strives to create actionable science 
to improve the sustainability of urban systems. Achieving sustainability requires maintaining 
and improving both human and ecosystem well-being. As our world rapidly urbanizes, 
the challenge is to make our cities centers of sustainability as they develop and redevelop 
beyond the
next century.

In eastern California, the White Mountain Research Center is a national laboratory 
offering unique research opportunities at elevations ranging from 4,208 to 14,242 feet. 
It has been used to research topics such as high-altitude physiology, radio astronomy, 
climate change, astrophysics and zoology. The center is internationally renowned for its 
earth science and geology field camps, which have trained thousands of students over 
the years.

The Water Resources Group creates partnerships between UCLA’s top water experts, the 
public and policy makers to address the water problems that California and the world 
face. Climate change has exacerbated issues ranging such as flooding, extreme storms 
and water pollution. This group ensures that all stakeholders have access to the best information 
to address these challenges and keep reliable, clean water flowing.

Our undergraduate and graduate programs train the next generation of experts, getting 
them ready to tackle the planet’s most urgent environmental issues. Our academic programs 
share a common ethos: breaking down barriers between areas of study, fostering a vibrant 
student community and developing solutions that can be applied worldwide. Each program 
features in-depth, hands-on experience with real-world problems.

B.S. in Environmental Science
Community, practice and a diverse education are the cornerstones of our bachelor’s degree. 
It is deeply rooted in physical and life sciences, and includes breadth in social sciences 
and humanities. With our hallmark Senior Practicum, teams of students spend a full year 
partnered with nonprofits, agencies and private businesses to develop science-based solutions 
to real problems.

Environmental Science and Engineering Doctorate
Our professional doctorate trains the next generation of expert environmental problem 
solvers with an academically diverse, practice-intensive method. After completing two 
years of intense coursework on campus, students put what they’ve learned to practice, 
working with businesses, private consulting firms, nonprofit organizations and govern-
ment agencies while they complete their dissertation.

Ph.D. in Environment and Sustainability  
Our Ph.D. candidates delve into the fundamentals of sustainability to understand the 
consequences of human actions and initiate solutions. Under the guidance of two fac-
ulty advisors from different disciplines, they develop advanced skills and craft eclectic, 
visionary dissertations. As they master the teamwork, tools and communications savvy 
that will ensure success, our ten Ph.D. candidates study a variety of topics including: 
paleoceanography, urban education, theories of societal change, decarbonization and 
climate engineering technologies. 

EDUCATION



OUTREACH

One thing that sets IoES apart is our commitment to actively bring our discoveries to the 
world. We communicate environmental science directly to communities, activists and decision 
makers who can truly make a difference. We tell accessible stories about our research and 
the people behind it, collaborate with major media outlets, and produce videos to give 
our followers a vivid, insider look at the work students and faculty are doing.

We also produce marquee public events around a variety of timely environmental subjects, 
partnering with organizations on campus and off, from the UCLA Emmett Institute on Climate 
Change & the Environment to the L.A. County Natural History Museum.

Pritzker Emerging Environmental Genius Award
2017 marked the inaugural Pritzker Emerging Environmental Genius Award, which 
targets up-and-coming environmental innovators — under the age of 40 — who stand 
poised to take a great leap forward for the future of our planet. Each year the award is 
funded as part of a $20 million gift to UCLA from the Anthony and Jeanne Pritzker Family 
Foundation

2018 Winner: Miranda Wang. As co-founder of BioCellection, Wang invented a new 
method for breaking down multiple types of shredded and even soild plastic waste that 
would otherwise end up in landfills. Her innovation could transform the way we deal with 
the tremendous problem of plastic pollution, by turning waste into a valuable resource.

Greensparks
The environmental movement needs fresh ideas to succeed where it failed in the past. 
Enter Greensparks — a program just for high schoolers. Part of the initiative is a short 
film contest that awards cash prizes to contestants in five categories. And, with financial 
support from Boeing, Greensparks is also launching online educational modules to 
teach environmental science. The cost-free program will be piloted at local schools. By 
combining science and art, this initiative empowers young people to inform and inspire 
the world.

Corporate Partners Program
If we’re going to generate real change, businesses must be part of the equation. The IoES 
Corporate Partners Program connects business leaders with the research of UCLA students 
and faculty to develop, discuss and disseminate best practices to enhance sustainability.
 
The program fosters interactive relationships through speaker panels, networking events 
and collaborative research. Each year a focal topic is selected by the membership as the 
center of programming. This year, academic and business leaders broke down the challenges 
and opportunities of improving supply chain sustainability. 



Life on the Move Lecture Series
La Brea Tar Pits and Museum joined the UCLA Institute of the Environment and Sustainability 
to produce a three-night conversation between the people of Los Angeles and the leading 
experts on migration. Looking across species and time, we stripped away politics and na-
tion-state boundaries to discover the causes and outcomes of migration for all life forms.

LA’s New Abnormal: Mega-Wildfires 
In partnership with The Nature Conservancy, our interactive, expert panel discussed 
what’s been happening — and what we can do to limit the devastation of wildfires. 

NEW! Blue Prosperity at UCLA
International development experts and NGOs have been flying into islands for decades 
with briefcases of strategies and plans to manage ocean-based economies sustainably. 
Our effort is different. In partnership with the Waitt Foundation, we intend to provide 
resources and tools to each state so they can develop their own strategies and plans. We 
recognize that the tools and expertise needed span business, ecology, fisheries, ecosystem 
assessments, legal structures and public policy frameworks. 

Each year, UCLA will assemble teams of graduate students and faculty mentors from the 
Anderson School of Management, UCLA School of Law, Luskin School of Public Affairs 
and IoES to work together to develop tools, guidance and resources. Through research 
and engagement with island communities, we hope to case-test these tools and resources. 
Sharp focus will be placed on not damaging or depleting environmental assets in 
exchange for short term gains, as well as on maintaining resistance to natural disasters. 
The first tools will be available for public use in the summer of 2019, with the final package 
coming in 2021.



AUCTIONLots



LOT 1

This is your chance to celebrate with enough champagne for you and several 
hundred of your closest friends! The equivalent of 40 traditional size bottles, the 
Melchisedec is the Largest bottle of champagne in existence. The bottle is truly 
one of a kind and is the only Melchisedec bottle ever to be produced by the 
prestigious champagne house Comte Delavie, which donates 30% of their profits 
to World Charity to protect endangered populations, species, and ecosystems. 

The winning bidder will also receive a private tour of the Comte Delavie wine 
estate in France offering an exciting opportunity to learn more about the “Wine 
of Kings” assembly, a sustainable zero-carbon program and the story of Comte 
Delavie.

“Toast for the Planet”

Courtesy of Comte Delavie Champagne

LOT 1

Shipping costs and any applicable taxes are the responsibility of the winning bidder.  
Experience to take place between May and September 2019. 

OWN THE WORLD’S LARGEST BOTTLE OF 
CHAMPAGNE - THE MELCHISEDEC BRUT PRESTIGE

COMTE DELAVIE AND TAKE A PRIVATE TOUR OF 
THE COMTE DELAVIE WINE ESTATE IN FRANCE



LOT 2

Chopard has created a magnificent Haute Joaillerie watch from the Precious 
Lace collection in 18ct white gold, fully set with rubies (for a total of 26cts), pink 
sapphires (7.5 carats) and brilliants.

On its dial, matching baguette-cut gems surround a dainty corolla evoking a 
floral motif using the snow-setting technique. The model is fitted with bracelets 
extending the lacework theme, or with brightly colored brushed fabric straps. 

Radiating the graceful charm of blooming petals and the joyful flurry of a whirling 
tutu, the Precious Lace collection is a dream ballet of dazzling colors for which 
Chopard has created the jewelry as a great couturier would design the costumes. 
Delicate and precious, finely wrought and set with luminous gems, the Precious 
Lace collection is a lacework of intermingled creativity and emotion.

In the Chopard workshops, everything begins with a story of hands: those of the 
expert, patient and inventive artisans within the Manufacture who successively 
apply their skills to these exceptional creations.  This smooth, complementary 
interaction between the various talents is facilitated by uniting more than 30 
crafts under the same roof. They represent a wealth that the Scheufele family 
carefully nurtures by focusing on the transmission of expertise from generation 
to generation, as well as on training. Chopard is keenly aware that the most 
precious heritage is above all, those responsible for crafting these exceptional 
pieces.  

Chopard creations are an integral part of the proud High Jewelry tradition and 
artistic crafts are exercised at the very highest level there: lost-wax carvers and 
casters, jewelers, lapidaries, gem-setters, and polishers… From lines to volumes, 
from goldsmithing to working on precious stones, they perpetually push the 
boundaries of feasibility and, by pooling their talents, give vibrant life to the most 
prestigious jewelry.

Courtesy of Chopard

SUBLIME CHOPARD 
HAUTE-JOAILLERIE WATCH

LOT 2

FROM THE PRECIOUS LACE COLLECTION

Shipping costs and any applicable taxes are the responsibility of the winning bidder.  



LOT 3

The stunning ring from the Precious Lace collection is set in 18 ct white gold with 
rubies (5.7 cts) and brilliants.

Radiating the graceful charm of blooming petals and the joyful flurry of a whirling 
tutu, the Precious Lace collection is a dream ballet of dazzling colors for which 
Chopard has created the jewelry as a great couturier would design the costumes. 
Delicate and precious, finely wrought and set with luminous gems, the Precious 
Lace collection is a lacework of intermingled creativity and emotion.

In the Chopard workshops, everything begins with a story of hands: those of the 
expert, patient and inventive artisans within the Manufacture who successively 
apply their skills to these exceptional creations. This smooth, complementary 
interaction between the various talents is facilitated by uniting more than 30 crafts 
under the same roof. They represent a wealth that the Scheufele family carefully 
nurtures by focusing on the transmission of expertise from generation to generation, 
as well as on training. Chopard is keenly aware that the most precious heritage 
is above all, those responsible for crafting these exceptional pieces.  

Chopard creations are an integral part of the proud High Jewelry tradition and 
artistic crafts are exercised at the very highest level there: lost-wax carvers and 
casters, jewelers, lapidaries, gem-setters, and polishers… From lines to volumes, 
from goldsmithing to working on precious stones, they perpetually push the 
boundaries of feasibility and, by pooling their talents, give vibrant life to the most 
prestigious jewelry.

Courtesy of Chopard

BRILLIANT CHOPARD 
HAUTE-JOAILLERIE RING 

LOT 3

FROM THE PRECIOUS LACE COLLECTION

Shipping costs and any applicable taxes are the responsibility of the winning bidder.  



LOT 4

 
This unique collector watch of Haute-Joaillerie was created as a limited edition of 
one in support of the environment and sustainability of our Planet.

The wooden romantic watch was created personally by Chopard’s president Caroline 
Scheufele and is crafted of pink gold, titanium, and wood with 502 colored 
diamonds (1.61 cts), 87 garnets (1,84 cts), 34 garnets (0,79 cts), and 26 diamonds 
(0.03 cts).

Courtesy of Robert Maron Inc. watches collection robertmaron.com
 

Shipping costs and any applicable taxes are the responsibility of the winning bidder.  

UNIQUE COLLECTOR WATCH

LOT 4

BY CHOPARD HAUTE-JOAILLERIE



LOT 5

Join HSH Prince Albert II of Monaco in support of a sustainable ocean and become 
one of the very few international philanthropists to carry a limited Rolex “DeepSea” 
watch edition, signed by HSH Prince Albert II of Monaco.

As a supporter of marine conservation, enjoy an exclusive meet and greet with 
HSH Prince Albert II of Monaco on the occasion of the 2019 Monte-Carlo Gala for 
the Global Ocean Gala, taking place during the Monaco Yacht Show.

The Foundation is pleased to offer you this exclusive opportunity to be part of  
this exceptional event.

This unique experience includes:
• A Rolex “DeepSea” watch signed by HSH Prince Albert II of Monaco
• 2 VIP invitations to the 2019 Monte-Carlo Gala for the Global Ocean   
  (September 26th, 2019)
• A Meet and greet with HSH Prince Albert II of Monaco during cocktails
• Private limousine transfers during your stay in Monaco

Courtesy of The Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation

Travel and accommodation are the responsibility of the successful bidder. Experience is only 
valid September 26, 2019, and cannot be extended at any other time. Shipping costs and all 
applicable taxes for the watch are the responsibility of the successful bidder.

A UNIQUE ROLEX “DEEPSEA” WATCH EDITION 
SIGNED BY H.S.H. PRINCE ALBERT II OF MONACO

LOT 5

AND AN EXCLUSIVE MEET AND GREET DURING THE 
2019 MONTE-CARLO GALA FOR THE GLOBAL OCEAN 



LOT 6

On the occasion of the Formula E Championship on May 10-12, 2019, HSH Prince 
Albert II invites the winning bidder and his or her guest to visit Monaco to enjoy the 
championship race as a VIP, and experience a Princely stay in Monaco.

Arriving on May 10 you can relax at the iconic Hotel Hermitage in Monte-Carlo 
Carré d’Or and lunch by the Mediterranean, at the exclusive Yacht Club of Monaco.

On Saturday May 11, 2019, you will get to view the exciting Monaco ePrix, the 
electric race part of Formula E Championship as a guest of H.S.H. Prince Albert II 
of Monaco. 

You will have the special chance to walk the Pit Lane and the grid prior to the race, 
watch the e Prix with the Prince and enjoy dinner at the Prince’s table during the 
Monaco e Prix Gala.

This experience for two guests will include:
•  Private meet and greet with H.S.H. Prince Albert II of Monaco on Saturday May 11, 
2019
•  Entry for 2 to the VIP Emotion Club lounge as guests of H.S.H. the Prince of Monaco
•  Visit of the team garages
•  Walk the grid before the race
•  2 seats at H.S.H. the Prince of Monaco’s table at the Monaco ePrix Gala dinner
•  Lunch at the Yacht Club of Monaco
•  A two-night-stay in a sea view suite at the Hotel Hermitage
•  Limousine transfers between Nice International Airport and Monaco as well as in 
Monaco

Courtesy of The Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation

Travel and incidentals are the responsibility of the successful bidder. Experience is only valid 
May 2019, and cannot be extended at any other time.

BE THE PERSONAL GUEST OF 
H.S.H. PRINCE ALBERT II OF MONACO

LOT 6

FOR THE MONACO FORMULA E PRIX
CHAMPIONSHIP MAY 10-12, 2019



LOT 7

2  x  Paddock  Club  Tickets  |  Monaco  Grand  Prix  May 24 - 26, 2019 

Hosted by Aston Martin Red Bull Racing, this prize will give the lucky bidder and 
his or her guest the chance to witness the thrill and glamour of the most prestigious 
race weekend in the Formula 1 calendar.  

The street circuit looping around  Monte Carlo’s waterfront is the epitome of 
Grand Prix glamour, drawing the attention of fans far and wide coming to revel 
in the unique atmosphere and thrills that only a race of this nature can provide.  

Winning at the Monaco Grand Prix places a driver’s name on a list that includes 
many of history’s all-time greats – just as Aston Martin Red Bull Racing achieved 
this year.  

Highlights of the race weekend include: 
• Access to the prestigious Monaco Yacht Club for Paddock Club VIP hospitality    
• VIP access to the Aston Martin Red Bull Energy Station across the race weekend, 
with an invite to their impressive Saturday night party  
• Friday night dinner on the  Aston Martin Red Bull Energy Station including an 
exclusive preview of HSH Prince Albert II of Monaco, Aston Martin model, in his 
private car collection  
• Grandstand tickets located opposite the team garages with superb views of the 
pit lane  &  start/finish  straight    
• Access to the team: Aston Martin Red Bull Racing drivers, test drivers & team 
management will visit the Aston Martin Red Bull Energy Station throughout the 
weekend  
• Exclusive Aston Martin Red Bull Racing gift bag for each guest   

Courtesy of The Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation 
and Aston Martin Red Bull Racing

Travel and accommodation are the responsibility of the successful bidder. Experience is only 
valid May 2019, and cannot be extended at any other time.

MONACO FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX WITH
ASTON MARTIN AND RED BULL RACING

LOT 7

INCLUDING VIP PADDOCK INVITATIONS



LOT 8

Enjoy a week-long vacation on the stunning M/Y CHAKRA. This is a rare opportunity 
to vacation on a true Mega Yacht!

First launched in 1963 at a Dutch yard as a commercial vessel, CHAKRA was 
converted into a luxury super-yacht at the British shipyard Devonport Yachts in 
1998. Recently refit in 2017, this exquisite 86m Mega-Yacht has a total of 21 
luxurious cabins, including a full-beam VIP stateroom with his and hers en-suite 
bathrooms, with a total of 30 crew catering to your every need. The ample 
accommodation also allows for the guests to bring up to four additional staff.

This luxurious and timelessly elegant five deck motor yacht exceeds all expectations, 
with great interior volume and vast exterior relaxation spaces including a dedicated 
yoga area and an aft-deck super-yacht spa pool on the bridge deck. If you enjoy 
your water toys, CHAKRA has you covered with a fully-stocked tender garage 
including but not limited to jet-skis, a flyboard spark, towing tubes, water skis, 
wakeboards and much much more…

Should guests want to unwind outside, the top deck has plenty of sunpads surrounding 
the Jacuzzi with panoramic views of the world before you.

Experience includes:
-7 day/7 night vacation
-Vacation to be scheduled by mutual availability until May 2020, dates to be confirmed after 
payment made in full. 
-Accommodation is in 2 master suites, 15 double cabins, 2 twin cabins and 2 single cabins
-Yacht includes a staff of 30 crew
-Use of all water toys is included - this includes: 1 x Sessa Marine / Key Largo 36” with 
Yamaha F350 AETx3, 1 x 4.2 M rescue tender WITH 25 HP Yamaha, 2 x Jet Sea-Doo GTX 
260 limited, 4-stroke, 1 x Yamaha VXS wave runner, Flyboard spark, Skis, wakeboards, 
wakesurfs, Scuba diving & Snorkelling equipment
-All expenses, fuel, food, harbour dues etc. will be charged to the winning bidder. Any taxation 
will be charged to the winning bidder.

Courtesy of SSH Maritime and special thanks to our big-hearted friend, 
philanthropist Jimmy Frangi

VACATION ON THE CHAKRA MEGA YACHT

LOT 8



LOT 9

With an interior and exterior styled by the Italian design house Studio Vafiadis, 
O’MEGA exudes an effortless sophistication which makes her the perfect choice 
for a private yacht charter, to be enjoyed for a full week for 28 people.

Comfortable furnishings provide numerous options for enjoying the climate and 
company both on the interior and exterior decks. On the exterior, the O’MEGA 
features lounge-like areas which can be easily serviced and best of all, with a 
retractable swim platform extending off the transom, guests are able to easily 
access the water to enjoy the tenders and toys on offer.

The stunning interior of O’MEGA is largely inspired by classic aesthetics, with soft 
furnishings allowing guests to unwind and socialize in the utmost comfort. From 
the spacious main salon to the dedicated dining room and the VIP salon, there 
is a sense of sophistication which helps to establish an appropriately luxurious 
ambiance. As something of a counterpoint to this glamour, the cinema which was 
integrated during the retrofit in 2011 and is composed of modern fixtures and the 
latest in visual and audio systems.

Experience includes:
-7 day/7 night vacation
-Vacation to be scheduled by mutual availability until April 2019, and from December 2019 until 
April 2020. Dates to be confirmed after payment made in full.
-Yacht will be in the Caribbean.
-Accommodation is in 1 Master Suite, 1 Executive Stateroom, 4 Double VIP Cabin, 5 Double 
Guest Cabins and 3 Twin Guest Cabins.
-Yacht includes a staff of 28 crew.
-Use of all water toys is included - this includes: water-ski, floating pool, kayaks, three 2-seat 
jet-skis, 2 Cayago Seabobs, towable toys, wake boards, snorkelling equipment, scuba diving 
equipment, dive compressor, floating pool.
-Amenities include cinema room, piano in VIP salon, plasma screens throughout, Dolby 
stereo surround sound, retractable swimming platform, jacuzzi.
-All expenses, fuel, food, harbour dues etc. will be charged to the winning bidder. Any 
taxation will be charged to the winning bidder.

Courtesy of SSH Maritime and special thanks to our big-hearted friend, 
philanthropist Jimmy Frangi

WEEK ON THE O’MEGA YACHT

LOT 9



LOT 10

Experience the French Riviera in unforgettable style on the silent, all-electric Vita 
X, chauffeured by a member of the Vita Power team during two weeks of your 
choice in the summer.
 
Inspired by classic boat-building traditions, the Vita X is powered by a groundbreaking 
propulsion system, incorporating proprietary throttle and touchscreen technology 
from Vita Power. Built at the company’s base on Lago Maggiore, Italy, the boat 
combines exquisite craftsmanship and expert engineering to deliver speed and 
luxury in harmony with its surroundings.

Vita Power was founded in 2017 with the aim of bringing the latest in automotive 
technology and engineering to the marine world. Its team includes a naval architect 
at the forefront of electric boat design, a head of production from the superyacht 
industry, and a head of power and performance who was formerly a key member 
of the Mercedes F1 engineering team.

Elegance: The lines of the Vita X draw from the best traditions in classic boat design 
and it is finished throughout in teak, chrome and Italian leather. Generously 
proportioned both above deck and within the forepeak, the boat holds up to 8 
people in perfect comfort, while a flexible seating configuration allows for seamless 
transitions between high-speed, dining and lounge modes.

Silence: Vita’s boats, all silent on electric power, are the first to achieve a ClearwaterTM 
Gold Standard rating for their low environmental footprint. Unlike many powerboats, 
Vita allows you enjoy the ocean without putting it at risk.

Technology: Vita’s innovative power system integrates 235kWh of compact and 
lightweight liquid cooled Lithium battery storage with 400hp from twin electric water 
jet drives, all controlled by an intuitive touchscreen interface.

Speed: The Vita X boasts a cruising speed of 25 knots and builds to a sprint speed 
of approx. 40 knots, delivering the experience of a high-performance speedboat 
without the negative impact of a combustion engine.

Courtesy of Vita Power

Travel and incidentals are the responsibility of the successful bidder. 

2 WEEKS ON THE FRENCH RIVIERA WITH 
THE VITA X ELECTRIC POWERBOAT

LOT 10



LOT 11

Mick Jagger, Rolling Stone and legend, has offered one of his own important 
personal guitar for the winning bidder to take home tonight.

For several years this guitar has been a part of Mick Jagger’s tour and was recently 
used to compose several Rolling Stones songs for their upcoming album.

The guitar has been signed by the entire band at the end of their recording session, 
and is donated specifically for this occasion!

Courtesy of Mick Jagger

Shipping costs and any applicable taxes are the responsibility of the winning bidder.

MICK JAGGER’S PERSONAL GUITAR

LOT 11

SIGNED BY HIM
AND THE ROLLING STONES BAND



LOT 12

Once every year Nobel Laureates gather in the town of Lindau in Bavaria,               
Germany to meet the next generation of leading scientists and post-doc researchers 
from all over the world. The Lindau Nobel Laureate Meetings promote the exchange 
among scientists of different generations, cultures, and disciplines.

The 69th Lindau Nobel Laureate Meeting will be dedicated to physics with               
42 Nobel Laureates participating. They will meet  for an inspiring dialogue and 
celebration of scientific exchange.

The winning bidder and a guest will spend 6 days in Lindau, Germany with 30 of 
the Nobel Laureates during Science Week and have the unique opportunity to 
have an exclusive intimate lunch on July 6th by Lake Constance with two of the 
Nobel Laureates at the end of the fabulous science week.

June 30 to July 6, 2019: outstanding opportunity to discuss key questions in   
physics with 30 Nobel laureates. In 2019, the focus will be on cosmology, particle 
physics and quantum technology.

Courtesey of Into the sun Entertaiment

Travel and accommodation are the responsibility of the successful bidder. Experience to take 
place from June 30 to July 6 2019.

THE ULTIMATE 
NOBEL LAUREATE EXPERIENCE

LOT 12

IN LINDAU - BAVARIA, GERMANY



LOT 13

Discover - the Secrets of one of the greatest inventor minds of the modern era and 
visit one of the most mystical places in the world - the thousand-year-old Hilandar 
Monastery on Mont Athos, the Holy Mountain in Greece. 
 
“From time to time, in rare intervals, the Great Spirit of Invention descends to Earth, 
to tell a secret which is to advance humanity. He selects the best fitted, the most 
deserving, and whispers the secret in his ear. Like a flash of light the precious 
knowledge comes. As he grasps the hidden meaning the fortunate sees a magic 
change: Before his enraptured eyes there is a new world, he barely recognizes a 
semblance of the old. It is not a passing illusion, a mere play of his vivid imagination, 
or phantom of mist that will disolve. The marvels he sees, distant though they appear 
in time, are to be. He knows it, there is not a shadow of a doubt in his mind, in every 
fiber of his body he feels: It is a Great idea!” - Nikola Tesla in “Notes on Cabanella’s 
Patent No. 164,995” c.1904

Your visit will start in Belgrade to explore the secret archives and experiments at 
the Institute of Nikola Tesla, the Serbian American inventor who created the science 
behind the modern life inventions we use every day.

From Belgrade travel to Northern Greece to one of the most spectacular monasteries 
in the world - Hilandar on Mount Athos. The monasteries on Holy Mountain have 
been autonomous since the dawn of the Byzantine Empire and allow only a few 
visitors each month.
 
While only open to men, Hilandar Monastery on Mount Athos has been welcoming 
visitors on spiritual journeys since it was founded in 980 prior to the arrival by the 
Serbs. The UNESCO World heritage sight resembles a medieval fortress town 
with massive stone walls protecting its monastic chambers and cells. The winning 
bidder and six male friends will spend three nights at the monastery exploring the 
priceless relics and the largest treasure of spiritual and cultural traditions transporting 
you back in time to the Byzantine era.

 
Courtesy of Milutin Gatsby, Nikola Tesla Institute, Hilandar Monastery 

Travel is the responsibility of the successful bidder. 

THE MOST MYSTICAL TRIP THROUGH
THE SECRET ARCHIVES OF NIKOLA TESLA
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AND THE HIDDEN SECRETS OF HILANDAR 
THE MONASTERY ON MONT ATHOS



LOT 14

In the Himalayas, there is a monastery of 500 nuns who are practicing Kung Fu 
along with Buddhism. Together with explorer Johan Ernst Nilson, you and a guest 
will have the unique opportunity to visit the monastery that is normally completely 
closed to the public.  

The Kung-Fu nuns are Nepal’s only female order to practice the deadly martial 
art made famous by Bruce Lee. In 2008, the leader of the 1,000-year-old Drukpa 
lineage, His Holiness The Gyalwang Drukpa brought the idea to Nepal by 
encouraging his nuns to learn self-defense. His goal was to promote gender equality 
and empower the young women, who mostly come from poor backgrounds in 
India and Tibet. Every day, the nuns, aged between 10 and 25, and most with 
black belts, take part in three intense training sessions where they practice the 
exercises taught to them by their teacher

The nuns became world famous a few years ago when they cycled from Kathmandu 
to Delhi to spread the message of environmental awareness and encourage people 
to use bicycles instead of cars.

During your visit, you will be invited to take a part of their teaching, watch the 
Kung Fu training in the temples and at the end fly a helicopter with Johan around 
Mt Everest and Himalaya.

This incredible experience is for two persons and you will stay in high-end lodges 
and hotels along the adventure. 

Courtesy of John Ernst Nilson

Travel and incidentals are the responsibility of the successful bidder. The adventure starts 
and ends in Kathmandu. Expire date: December 2022. Exact dates to be decided together 
with Johan Ernst Nilson.

MEET THE KUNG FU NUNS IN NEPAL
MONASTERY

LOT 14

AND FLY A HELICOPTER AROUND 
MT. EVEREST



LOT 15

Johan Ernst Nilson is one of the world’s leading explorers and one of only 
seven people on the planet who has completed “The Adventure Grand Slam” 
that is: North Pole, South Pole, and the highest peak on all seven continents, 
including Mount Everest.

On this bucket list journey through Bolivia and Peru, you’ll experience an 
introduction to some of the greatest wonders of the world. During one week, 
you and a friend will have the unique opportunity to see the place where Heaven 
meets Earth - the Salar de Uyuni in Southwest Bolivia. One of the most extreme 
and remarkable vistas in South America, it is also the world’s largest salt flat, 
left behind by prehistoric lakes evaporated long ago. At certain times of the 
year, nearby lakes overflow and a thin layer of water transforms the flats into a 
stunning mirrored reflection of the sky.

With a 4x4 land cruiser, you will travel across this natural mirror and explore 
the region. After two days in Bolivia, you will fly into the land of Incas in Peru 
where you will spend three days in Aguas Calientes, from where you’ll visit the 
UNESCO-protected Machu Picchu – one of the seven wonders of the world.

You and a guest will stay in the finest lodges and hotels throughout the adventure 
which will start in Lima and end in La Paz.

Courtesy of John Ernst Nilson

 

Travel and incidentals are the responsibility of the successful bidder. Expire date: December 
2022. Exact dates to be decided together with Johan Ernst Nilson.

EXPERIENCE THE PLACE WHERE HEAVEN 
MEETS EARTH AND TAKE A JOURNEY TO 

LOT 15

MACHU PICCHU WITH RENOWN WORLD 
RECORD EXPLORER JOHAN ERNST NILSON



SURPRISE LOT TO BE REVEALED
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DURING THE LIVE AUCTION
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DURING THE LIVE AUCTION
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LOT 18

Gisele will personalize copies of her two recent bestselling books: 

“Lessons: A Path to a Meaningful Life” - The New York Times Bestselling / 
First Edition

In Lessons, Gisele reveals for the first time who she really is and what she’s 
learned over the past 37 years to help her live a meaningful life--a journey that 
takes readers from a childhood spent barefoot in small-town Brazil, to an internationally 
successful career, motherhood, and marriage.

“Gisele” / Taschen Numbered & Signed Limited Collector’s Art Edition

Limited to just 100 copies, Gisele’s Art Edition is the ultimate tribute to the world’s 
top supermodel. It combines a large-scale volume of more than 300 jaw-dropping 
pictures and intimate, personal insights with a stunning signed print by Juergen 
Teller, epitomizing the vivacity and glamour that have made Gisele one of the 
greatest models of all time, hailed as “The Body” (Alexander McQueen) and featured 
on more than 1,000 covers and approximately 450 fashion shows around the 
globe.

Art Edition (No. 1–100) signed by Gisele Bündchen, with the print Gisele Bündchen, 
W, 2005, signed by Juergen Teller

The winning bidder will have the photo taken together with Gisele at the Gala. 

Courtesey of Gisele Bündchen

Shipping costs and any applicable taxes are the responsibility of the winning bidder.  

LIMITED EDITION SIGNED BOOKS 
AND CUSTOM PHOTO WITH GISELE

LOT 18

COURTESY OF GISELE BÜNDCHEN



LOT 19

Luigi & Iango
Unique portrait of Gisele Bündchen, 2019
Black and white photograph on Baryte paper
200 x 162 cm
Signed by the photographers and Gisele Bündchen

Luigi & lango are an acclaimed fashion photography duo, with a portfolio of work 
that includes iconic portraits of superstars and supermodels such as Madonna, 
Kate Moss, Naomi Campbell, Rihanna, Gisele Bündchen, and Gigi Hadid. Their 
aesthetic can be described as highly meticulous when it comes to production in 
making women be the best they can be, the power of their work makes people 
dream.
 
The pair photographed Gisele Bündchen for her book “Heavenly Body: The Rise 
and Rise of Gisele Bündchen”, which included this stunning image of the artist.  
Making it completely unique, the artwork is signed by Gisele Bündchen and the 
photographers.

Courtesy of the artists

UNIQUE PORTRAIT OF GISELE BÜNDCHEN 
BY LUIGI & IANGO

LOT 19

Shipping costs and any applicable taxes are the responsibility of the winning bidder.  



LOT 20

Icon of White Angel
Painted Icon, unique piece authorized and stamped by Monastery Mileševa 
and Monastery Hilandar
282 x 338 in (111 x 133 cm)

A picture of the White Angel of Serbian Monastery Mileševa was sent as a 
message in the first satellite broadcast signal from Europe to America after the 
Cuban Missile Crisis, as a symbol of peace and civilization. Later, the same 
signal, containing the White Angel, was transmitted to space in an attempt to 
communicate with extraterrestrial life forms. By simply looking at the White 
Angel, it has the same effect as a Prayer.

The early 13th-century fresco is a detail from one of the most famous frescoes 
in Serbian culture Considered one of the most beautiful works of Serbian and 
European art from the middle ages, it depicts the arrival of the myrrh-bearers 
at the tomb of Christ on Sunday morning, after the events of the Crucifixion. 
Sitting on the stone is Archangel Gabriel the Angel of the Lord dressed in a 
white chiton, whose myrrh-bearing arm shows the place of Christ’s resurrection, 
and his empty tomb.

The author of the White Angel is unknown, while many consider it the work 
of an anonymous Greek artist. The fresco went undiscovered for centuries,       
sitting in Mileševa Monastery along with many other pieces of spiritual art. 

Courtesy of Monastery Mileševa and Monastery Hilandar

ICON OF WHITE ANGEL

LOT 20

Shipping costs and any applicable taxes are the responsibility of the winning bidder.  
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Kaï
Some Of Us Care, 2019
Mix Media, Cement on Cement, with a Globe
46 inches in diameter

Kai is a Los Angeles artist admired for his ability to convey powerful messages 
through any medium, including cement, a major component of this piece. Kai 
believes the proper mixture of dust, love and time can always lead to something 
beautiful and meaningful.  

Kai’s social commentary and signature “IF” character sets him apart from other 
street artists. 

IF, which stands for “Imaginary Friend,” was designed with no discernible color, 
sex or race or physical traits. The relatable character helps Kai communicate 
universally relevant issues around love, money, time, happiness, success and 
the environment. IF can be found across all of Kai’s work. 

Courtesy of Kaï and Markowicz Fine Art

KAÏ
SOME OF US CARE
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Shipping costs and any applicable taxes are the responsibility of the winning bidder.  
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OSCAR MURILLO
(UNTITLED) CATALYST

LOT 22

Shipping costs and any applicable taxes are the responsibility of the winning bidder.  

Oscar Murillo
(Untitled) Catalyst, 2018
Oil and graphite on canvas 
82.75 x 65 in (210 x 165 cm)

Contemporary international artist Oscar Murillo works in a wide variety of media 
and techniques, including painting, installation, sculpture, video and performance. 
Murillo investigates the cross cultural ties in a globalized economy, and is noted for 
his use of recurring motifs such as fragments of text and found material, draped 
black canvas, sculptures roughly hewn from corn and clay, and large-scale composite 
canvases.

Murillo produces paintings through a method he has developed using a wooden 
broom-handle to transfer paint onto canvas, with this intensive full-bodied move-
ment producing a mass of frenzied, energetic strokes. The artist produces works 
over extended periods of time in the studio, often leaving canvases to gather 
dust and chance marks from their environment in a process he has referred to as 
‘sedimentation’.

Born in La Paila, Colombia in 1986, Murillo moved to London, England when he 
was just 10 years old. In 2012, he graduated from the Royal College of Art in London 
and joined the stable of David Zwirner gallery’s artists a year later.

For his first solo exhibition in New York in 2014, he transformed the David Zwirner 
gallery space into a fully functional chocolate factory, mimicking the factories in his 
native Colombia where generations of families had worked together.

Murillo has had numerous solo exhibitions in cities across the globe, including London, 
Bogotá, and Baku. One of the artist’s long-term projects, Frequencies, visits schools 
worldwide, covering the classroom desks in canvas. Students are encouraged to 
freely mark, write and draw on them over several months, encouraging free expression 
and recording the intentional and unintentional results, effectively creating one 
large, internationally scattered artwork.

Courtesy of Oscar Murillo
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Mane Sakic
Shelter, 2012
Acrylic on canvas
68 x 138 in (178 x 350 cm)

Mane Sakic is a New York City based artist born in Belgrade, Serbia, in 1971 to 
a family of artists and revolutionaries. 

Throughout his career, living and exhibiting in Serbia, Spain and the United 
States, the artist has been attracted by public forums. To Sakic, the revolutionary 
power of art is best experienced in public forums and best expressed through the 
juxtoposition of opposing techniques and themes. 

While living in Madrid, Sakic exhibited his work in places like Plaza Dos de Mayo 
and conceived artworks that were specifically to be displayed in numerous public 
spaces throughout city. His mosaic work adorns one of the city center streets in 
Belgrade, and his paintings appear in The Museum of Cinematography and The 
Ministry of Culture, also in Belgrade.  Mane’s work is also part of various private 
collections, including actress Sharon Stone and The Kee Collection Madrid. Mane 
has enjoyed creative collaborations with Marina Abramovic, Daphne Guinness, 
Olivera Katarina, and Dejan Damnjanovic.

Mane studied painting at the Belgrade University of Fine Arts, in the class of Professor 
Momcilo Antonievic, from which he graduated in 1995. He is represented by 
Mana Contemporary in New York.

Courtesy of the artist

SHELTER
BY MANE SAKIC
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Shipping costs and any applicable taxes are the responsibility of the winning bidder.  
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ROBERTO MATTA
MAGITAIR

LOT 24

Shipping costs and any applicable taxes are the responsibility of the winning bidder.  

Roberto Matta
Magitair, 1991 Lifetime Cast
Bronze 
60.63 x 11.81 x 11.42 inches (154 x 30 x 29 cm)
Number 2 of 6 
Titled, numbered and signed on the plinth

Roberto Matta was a Chilean-born artist known for his unique blending of Surrealism 
with Abstract Expressionism. His otherworldly paintings and prints explored the 
unconscious through methods of Surrealist automatism. He graduated with a degree 
in architecture from the Catholic University of Santiago in 1932 before moving to 
Europe where he met Salvador Dali who encouraged Matta to pursue a career in 
art. He died on November 23, 2002, in Civitavecchia, Italy at the age of 91.

Matta’s influences include the work of Picasso, Duchamp, and Kandinsky, but 
also such diverse sources as architectural and engineering drawings, science 
fiction illustrations, and films, comic books and graffiti. As a result, his paintings 
became epic in scale and subject-matter.

Retaining his strong political commitment (he was particularly active in denouncing 
the Pinochet regime in Chile and the US involvement in Latin American politics), 
Matta often exhibited in factories and in the public buildings of left-wing municipalities 
rather than in art galleries. He also produced numerous prints, including his series 
of etchings Hom’mère (1970), an autobiographical exercise, and many drawings. 
The subject-matter was often political or based on literary sources, including Arthur 
Rimbaud, Antonin Artaud, Rabelais, and Shakespeare.

Matta’s works are presently held in the collections of the Tate Gallery in London, 
The Museum of Modern Art in New York, the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis, 
and the Peggy Guggenheim Collection in Venice.

Courtesy of Isabelle Bscher and Galerie Gmurzynska



LOT 25

The Julius Caesar sculpture is an art table made with finest Paonazzo marble 
that represents in its original splendor the Flavian Amphitheatre, or, the Colosseum 
of Rome.

Designed by Gualtiero Vanelli and produced by Robot City- Italian Art Factory, 
the sculptural furniture piece is from a limited edition of only three such pieces 
and represents the perfect fusion between tradition and innovation, which is the 
philosophy of the company, Robot City.

Although the sculptural work of this piece was created by the most innovative 
robotics technologies, the celebrated Paonazzo marble and the attention to 
details, make this artwork a masterpiece and fitting a tribute to the 
Colosseum’s home, that is, the eternal city, Rome.

Courtesy of Marble Academy ltd
7266 Berley boulevard
Los Angeles

“JULIUS CAESAR” MARBLE TABLE
BY GUALTIERO VANELLI

LOT 25

Shipping costs and any applicable taxes are the responsibility of the winning bidder.  



LOT 26

Igor Stefanovic
Reflection, 2018
Oil on canvas
60 x 40 in (152 x 102 cm)

Igor Stefanović was born in 1980 in Belgrade, Serbia. He began his career in 
visual effects and animation for the film industry where he discovered his passion for 
anatomy in bringing digital characters to life. After joining the team at DreamWorks 
Animation he worked on the anatomical setups of major animated Hollywood 
films, including “Kung Fu Panda 2″, “Puss In Boots”, “Rise Of The Guardians”, 
and “Turbo.”

Now as a full-time artist, he uses oil on linen as the perfect medium to express 
ideas that have been flourishing over the years. His paintings are a reflection of 
his perceptions about the world and who we are. He likes to make all figures in 
his paintings life-size, but he dedicates the majority of his craft into developing 
the story behind the painting.

The artist’s inspiration for “Reflection” is to say that art is a reflection of life and 
that life is a reflection of art. But for the artist, art is life and life is on the other 
side, blurred by a murky barrier which is difficult to cross. The artist sacrifices a 
lot to create something which is the same in all fields of human activity. It’s such 
a simple concept, yet our entire lives are determined by it.

Courtesy of Igor Stefanović

REFLECTION
BY IGOR STEFANOVIĆ
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Shipping costs and any applicable taxes are the responsibility of the winning bidder.  
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Carole Feuerman
Miniature Serena, 2017
Oil on resin 
17 x 10 x 8 inches
Edition of 99

Rendered in hyper-realistic detail -- from mink hair eyelashes to simulated drops 
of water on ultra-smooth skin -- the upper body of a female swimmer emerges 
from its plinth to float on a multi-colored beach ball. American sculptor Carole 
Feuerman is a pioneer in Hyperrealism that grew from Photorealism in the 1970s, 
Feuerman is known for her life-size and monumental sculptures of swimmers. 
Working in a variety of media including resin, marble and bronze, Feuerman’s 
sensuous works are typically rendered in bold, saturated pigments.

Courtesy of Carole Feuerman and Markowicz Fine Art

CAROLE FEUERMAN
MINIATURE SERENA
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Shipping costs and any applicable taxes are the responsibility of the winning bidder.  
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Vasily Klyukin
Do Angels Exist? Some Hope, And Some Become, 2019
Sculpture made of metal plates. Painted.
82.75 x 47.25 x 47.25 in (210 x 120 x 120 cm)

Vasily Klyukin’s architectural concepts are acclaimed throughout the world with 
his sculptures gracing the private collections of numerous celebrities. Klyukin 
created the live sculpture technique bringing ideas to life through the creation of 
models from recycled materials including metal, plastic, and cardboard.

With experience in engineering, Klyukin was able to experiment and derive a 
concept of connecting steel sheets on a non-existent, speculative axis without 
any actual fasteners. The principle of mobility of each individual piece was the 
basis for technological innovation. 

In Klyukin’s three-dimensional works, sculpture, and text are intertwined. 
Literary, scientific or philosophical texts are starting points for the further development 
of thought. His contemporary art worships the art object, intended primarily for 
the “message” and not a “delight for the eyes,” which is why Beauty has lost its 
significance.

Courtesy of Vasily Klyukin

VASILY KLYUKIN

LOT 28

Shipping costs and any applicable taxes are the responsibility of the winning bidder.  

DO ANGELS EXIST? SOME HOPE, AND
SOME BECOME
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Be the personal guest of Robin Thicke for the day on the set of his hit Fox 
Television show “The Masked Singer”.  The show features six undercover 
celebrity singers who wear animal masks to conceal their identity as they 
perform before host Nick Cannon and panelists Ken Jeong, Jenny McCarthy, 
Nicole Scherzinger, and Robin Thicke. The judge’s goal is to guess who is 
behind the mask.

The winning bidder will also get to have a private lunch with Grammy 
Award-nominated musician and composer Robin Thicke. Thicke has written 
and produced songs on more than 20 Gold and Platinum albums, including 
those for Michael Jackson, Marc Anthony, P!nk, Christina Aguilera, Usher and 
Jennifer Hudson. After teaching himself to play piano at the age of 12 and 
writing and producing songs for R&B artists by age 16, he released his critically 
acclaimed debut album, “A Beautiful World,” in 2003. The collection was 
followed by a succession of five critically acclaimed, Gold- and Platinum-selling 
album releases, including his sixth studio album, “Blurred Lines,” which garnered 
three Grammy nominations. The collection debuted at No. 1 on the Billboard 
Top 200, while the single “Blurred Lines” continued its 12-week reign on the 
Billboard Top 100, scoring the highest audience ever recorded and breaking 
records by climbing to No. 1 on five radio charts simultaneously. Thicke recently 
released his singles, “Back Together,” “Deep” and “Morning Sun.”

Courtesy of Robin Thicke

To be scheduled by mutual convenience. Travel and accommodation are not included.

SPEND A DAY ON THE SET OF 
“THE MASKED SINGER” AND
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ENJOY LUNCH WITH HOST ROBIN THICKE



LOT 30

Experience Cannes Film Festival like never before with an all-access pass to 
the most exclusive events of the 72nd edition. You and a guest will attend film 
premières, parties, and galas alongside a who’s who of international celebrities as 
you enjoy all the Riviera has to offer.

On Tuesday night, you will attend the official Opening Ceremony of the Festival. 
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights will grace the red carpets to 
attend the official Festival screenings.  

On the second week of the festival, you will be a special guest at some of the most 
famous parties in Cannes including; Chopard’s Annual Soiree, the exclusive Night 
Before Party on a superyacht, and the hottest ticket of the year, the famed amfAR 
Benefit at the Hôtel du Cap-Eden-Roc in Antibes. Your experience will be rounded 
out by the official Closing Ceremony so you can see witness first-hand who takes 
home the coveted Palme d’Or.

This package includes:
• Two (2) tickets to the opening and closing ceremonies of the 2019 Cannes Film 
Festival
• Two (2) tickets to red carpet premieres on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday (May 15-18, 2019)
• Two (2) tickets to the annual Chopard party on Tuesday, May 21, 2019
• Two (2) tickets to the Night Before party on a superyacht on Wednesday, May 22 
• Two (2) tickets to amfAR Gala Cannes on Thursday, May 23, 2019 

Courtesy of amfAR, Chopard, HP and Mr. Milutin Gatsby.

Package must be redeemed in May 2019 and cannot be returned or exchanged for any other 
time. 

THE ULTIMATE CANNES FILM FESTIVAL 
EXPERIENCE (MAY 14-MAY 25, 2019)
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Sweet Bocas is a luxury refuge on a 15-acre private island in Panama. Featuring an 
overwater designed villa, it is located within the Caribbean’s most exotic landscape. A 
20,000 square foot, seven-bedroom personalized paradise, Sweet Bocas is built on 
stilts over the Bocas del Toro ecosystem – a home of rest and relaxation as well as 
adventure, gourmet extravagance and secluded nature.

The majestic two-story, full-service luxury villa is constructed entirely of Panamanian 
teak. It is situated on 100 cement stilts that form the platform from which Sweet Bocas 
overlooks its own corner of the Caribbean Sea. With 360 degree vistas, the villa is 
fundamental unique in its design and aesthetic: its architecture and decor blend classic 
local and organic furnishings and fabrics handcrafted by the indigenous women of the 
Peruvian Andes with hammocks fashioned in Brazil and wood chairs carved in Senegal.

There are two “glamping – sleeping under the stars” bamboo structures located around 
the private freshwater lake with the same luxury as the bedrooms in the villa. All 
bedrooms have a king size bed with 100% handcrafted linen sheets, silk blankets as 
well as cushions. Each room also offers a day bed. All rooms have air conditioning and 
also have outdoor lounging areas. All bedrooms have their own en-suite bathrooms, 
offering organic and handcrafted body products.

The kitchen features a premium Lacanche range cooker and a luxury espresso bar as 
well as an impressive selection of vintages from around the world. Personalize your 
experience of paradise by handpicking produce prepared by the in-house world-class 
chef. All produce is local, natural, and organic; most ingredients are harvested on the 
property and/or our mother far, and their selection is seasonal. Enjoy the villa’s private 
activities featuring a 30-foot yacht for exploring Bocas del Toro.

Sweet Bocas is a self-sustaining natural ecosystem, where the commitment to the guest 
is matched only by the commitment to the environment that envelopes every aspect of 
their stay, from the crystalline water, to the handcrafted teak house, from the farm’s 
hand-picked produce, to the pure rainwater that fills their glass.

The winning bidder will enjoy four nights for up to 12 guests.

Courtesy of Sweet Bocas

The experience includes 3 meals daily prepared by private chef, daily snacks, non-alcoholic 
beverages, personal guide (activities and excursions), airport transfers, use of all motor boats. 
Travel and incidentals are the responsibility of the successful bidder. To be scheduled by availability.

LUXURY OVERWATER VILLA 
ON PRIVATE ISLAND IN PANAMA
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Located in an enviable position on Phuket, Thailand’s largest island, Amanpuri is 
one of the brand’s crown jewels.  Surrounded by lush gardens on a peninsula over-
looking the Andaman Sea connected with elevated walkways passing through 
mature coconut palm groves. Amanpuri is set up like a temple in reverence of 
the beach, stone stairs lead a pilgrimage from the main grounds to the sand and 
ocean. 

The lot includes an 8-bedroom villa at Amanpuri for 8 days from Sunday to Sunday. 
The Villa includes a pool, gym, two living rooms and two dining pavilions. With 
eight master suites and two large children’s bunkrooms, the villa offers 
dramatic views of the turquoise waters. Built in the traditional Thai style with 
wooden-framed buildings and distinctive pavilion roofs, the living and sleeping 
zones are spaciously arranged around a central terrace and the pool. Other outdoor 
areas look directly across the Andaman. Spectacular interiors are sumptuously 
appointed with bespoke furniture, crisp linens and rich teak flooring.

Relax in the secluded surroundings of a self-contained residence while also 
enjoying the resort’s five-star amenities. These include a holistic spa and a choice 
of four restaurants, including a fine-dining Japanese restaurant.

At Amanpuri, time seems to stretch amid the beautiful wooden architecture, 
sun-dappled terraces and stunning ocean vistas. Take a cooling dip in your 
centerpiece pool before feasting on a breakfast of regional dishes and exotic 
fruit, prepared by your own personal chef. Spend long, hot days lazing by the 
sea or meandering along wooded pathways that surround the property. Book an 
Andaman sea salt and roasted coconut body scrub at resort’s sumptuous spa. 
Watch the sunset with a chilled glass of wine before settling down to a candlelit 
banquet surrounded by your loved ones.

Courtesy of Amanpuri Resort

Travel and incidentals are the responsibility of the successful bidder. Mutually agreed on 
dates during the period of April 14, 2019 - October 13, 2019. 

SPECTACULAR 8 BEDROOM PRIVATE 
VILLA FOR A WEEK

LOT 32

IN PHUKET AT AMANPURI
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The Brando is a unique luxury resort on French Polynesia’s breathtakingly 
beautiful private island of Tetiaroa – an atoll composed of a dozen of small island 
surrounding a blue turqoise lagoon, 30 miles north off Tahiti. Tetiaroa has always 
been a place of stunning beauty, tranquility, and rejuvenation first for Tahitian 
royalty and later for Marlon Brando who selected it and kept it in its natural state.  

The Brando offers carefree luxury in the midst of pristine nature.  With access to 
the island by private plane, the resort features 35 villas on white-sand beaches  
frequented by sea turtles, black tip sharks and tropical birds. The resort was 
designed to reflect Polynesian lifestyle and culture.  Each luxurious villa has its 
own plunge pool and private beach area.  The all-inclusive resort offers three 
restaurants showcasing Polynesian, Japanese and French cuisine, a beautiful 
Polynesian spa overlooking a lily pond, an organic garden, beehives, diving and 
other water activities and a large lagoon-side pool. The Brando is a pioneering 
model of sustainable technology using  seawater air-
conditioning and energy from the sun and coconut oil.  

With deep respect for its cultural legacy, the use of traditional practices and new 
technologies to provide extraordinary luxury in an environmentally friendly manner, 
the Brando brings the past and future together into a place beyond time, invigorating 
the spirit and enriching and changing all who visit.

Moreover, The Brando helped to establish a non-profit foundation Tetiaroa Society 
equipped with a laboratory dedicated to research on tropical ecosystems, ocean 
conservation, sustainable energies, cultural transmission, and community education. 
This very special prize includes an exclusive and unique day tour with with their 
executive director and research/conservation specialist including intimate interaction 
with humpback whales, sharks, coral reefs, seabirds, sea turtles nesting, archeology 
(some species are season-dependent) and in order to make this experience 
even more unique and intimate they will have a member of the Brando family, 
Marlon’s granddaughter Tumi Brando to accompany you on this journey. 

Courtesy of The Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation and
The Brando, Tetiaroa Private Island

Package is for a four-night stay for two persons in a one-bedroom villa at The Brando.  
Package is all inclusive (except premiums). International and domestic air fares not included.
To be scheduled by availability before September 25, 2019 excluding Christmas/New Year.

THE BRANDO, TETIAROA ISLAND
ECO-LUXURY RESORT

LOT 33



Additionally, they conceive and curate exhibitions and are active in the branding of ar-
tistic, cultural and real estate projects as well as supporting and advising artists.

In 2015, together with Arnaud Massenet, co-founder of Net-A-Porter, and Michaela de 
Pury, he founded de-Pury.com, an online platform for contemporary culture and auc-
tions of contemporary art. 

In 2016 de Pury published The Auctioneer, his memoirs, that came out in the U.S. the 
U.K edition, Spanish and French edition, a Chinese edition is being released in 2017.

From 2000 to 2012 he was Chairman and Chief Auctioneer of Phillips de Pury & Com-
pany. Earlier in his career he was Chairman Europe and Chief Auctioneer Worldwide 
at Sotheby’s. He was also curator of the Thyssen–Bornemisza Collection, the world’s 
largest private collection at the time, that today is housed in it’s own museum in Ma-
drid.       
Simon has been instrumental in championing the careers of many contemporary art-
ists, photographers and designers. He has auctioned and secured a substantial num-
ber of the most legendary art collections for auctions and private treaty. 

In 2010, he was the subject of an hour-long documentary on the BBC, titled ‘The Man 
with the Golden Gavel’. In 2010 and 2011 he was the mentor in Bravo’s reality TV show 
‘Work of Art: The Next Great Artist’.  

He is an active charity auctioneer, and over the years has raised hundreds of millions 
of dollars for a number of charities and cultural institutions. Examples include am-
fAR, Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation, Guggenheim Museum, New Museum, Museum 
of Contemporary Art (MOCA) Los Angeles, Fondation Beyeler, Human Rights Watch, 
Elton John Aids Foundation and many others.  

about simon de pury

Simon de Pury is one of the leading figures in the art 
market. He is renowned for his deep and longstanding 
knowledge of the global marketplace and for his leg-
endary performance on the auction podium.

At the beginning of 2013 Simon founded, together 
with his wife Michaela, de Pury de Pury, a company 
specializing in building collections, consulting estab-
lished collectors and institutions together with facili-
tating private transactions of Impressionist, Modern, 
Post War and Contemporary Art.    

auction rules and conditions

1. All bids are binding and cannot be withdrawn. 

2. The highest bidder as determined by UCLA IoES at the close of the 
auction lot will win the item or service. 

3. Every effort has been made to describe auction items accurately, however, all items 
are sold “as is” and “where is” without warranty or representation of any kind as to ac-
curacy of description, authenticity, value, or fitness for any purpose. By participating in 
the auction, each bidder recognizes and agrees that UCLA IoES is not liable for any 
occurrence stemming from the use of the auctioned items or services. All sales are final, 
and refunds and exchanges are not allowed. 

4. Successful bidders are expected to make payment arrangements by 5:00 pm Central 
European Time Friday, March 22, 2019. UCLA IoES accepts American Express, Mas-
terCard, Visa, Checks and Money Transfers to any of its international branches. 

5. Successful bidders will be responsible for applicable taxes and any out-of-town ship-
ping or delivery costs, even if arranged by UCLA IoES, unless otherwise noted. 

6. All auctioned items are subject to the terms and conditions stipulated by the donors. 
Purchases that are subject to future fulfillment, such as travel or entertainment items, 
depend on the schedules of both the purchaser and the donors of the items. UCLA IoES 
is not responsible if mutually agreeable times and locations cannot be reached. 

7. No refund can be given for purchases/packages not fulfilled within one year of pur-
chase or within the time period reflected in each individual auction lot description. 

8. UCLA IoES reserves the right to not offer for auction any of the items listed.  


